PowerDesktop –
The Hybrid Desktop Client
for Power Users in
Collaboration Systems
Firms face challenges in efficiently and securely handling
their documents and email movement across organizations
or firms. This happens due to the large amount of data
to be moved, the complex folder structures across their
workspaces, the manual processes involved, the large
resources required, and the intensive technical training
needed for staff members.
That’s why firms need a solution that handles all data
transfer challenges with ease while reducing costs,
increasing efficiency, and requiring minimal training
for users.
PowerDesktop is the hybrid desktop client for power
users in collaboration systems. It is compatible with the
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iManage 10.3+ on premises, and all iManage
cloud offerings, using the Universal API.
PowerDesktop is an intuitive and user-friendly
tool designed to tackle all power user and data
transfer challenges with ease. It enables users to
quickly import, export, and map documents in
any way they need while removing any duplicates
and other transfer errors, locate and access
documents instantly, and reduce time & cost with
automated processes for bulk manipulations.

Key Features:
PowerDesktop Bulk Operations
(Import & Export):

PowerDesktop.PST Export:

Perform bulk operations across tens of thousands
of documents.

Extract PST files and folder structures into the
Windows file system. Once extracted, use Import to
import into folder, or map a CSV import.

Eliminates the restrictions of accessing more than
9,999 documents or folders.
Easily Import tens of thousands of files, folder
structures, and emails from a folder structure or CSV
file into the DMS. Allows for easy document mapping into workspace folders at any level to enable
the transfer of matter files between firms.
Export documents, folders, and workspaces in bulk
with features to handle special characters, long file
paths, and more.

Instantly Tackle All Your Power User Challenges

Access Documents Instantly

Searching Made Easy

Enhance Productivity

Easily identify, view, locate, and
access more than 10,000 documents
in a folder with preserved content
structures and dates.

Effortlessly search for documents by
any combination of document
properties. And then add or modify
document metadata for easy search.

Efficiently import thousands of
documents into or create multi-level
folder structures.

Save Time & Cost

Minimized Errors

Client Satisfaction

Clearly set path truncation values at
the workspace, folder, and document
name levels and avoid failed exports
due to a long folder path.

Quick detection of CSV file errors
allowing you to correct before upload.

Quickly and accurately deliver
client data upon request.

Meet Your Data Movement Needs with Ease
Folder Import Wizard

Omni Root Folder

EXE, COM, BAT, JS, VBS, PIF, SMD, DLL, OCX, PWL
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